Aircraft Specification
Hispano HA-1112 Buchon
PROJECT

The Buchon type first flew from Seville, Spain in 1945. In May 1951, an armed,
3 bladed version went into service with a two-place tandem training aircraft
following thereafter.
The final variant of the type was a “-M1L” which first flew in March 1954, This
model carried two 22 mm cannons and two eight-packs of 80 mm rockets. The
-M1L remained in service until late December 1965.
This Buchon Project offers a fantastic opportunity to become part of the journey
returning it to flight. The Buchon is a hugely popular aircraft on the air show
display circuit and this aircraft adds extra glamour with it having appeared in
the famous movie the Battle of Britain. A truly iconic looking aircraft that is
available to purchase now “as is” or as a completely restored aircraft.

Specification
Manufacturer
Model
Serial Number
Year
Airframe Hours
Registration
C or A
Engine
Engine S/N
Engine TSN/TSO
Propeller
Propeller S/N

Hispano
HA-1112-M1L Buchon
184
1958
00:00 since reconstruction
G-HISP (UK Registry)
N/A
Rolls Royce Merlin 500/45
306465
00:00 (to be overhauled by “Vintage V12”)
Rotol R116/4F5/4 (4-Blade)
TBC

Livery

To customer specification

Interior

To customer specification

Equipment

Standard

Avionics

To customer specification

History

This aircraft flew in the Spanish Air Force until 1965
In 1968 S/N 184 made its movie star debut in the famous
movie the Battle of Britain. After filming it was sold to a
collector in the USA and went into storage. In 2015 it was
sold and shipped to the UK and is under a current
restoration project by Air Leasing Ltd.
The aircraft is currently hangered by Air Leasing Ltd at
Sywell Aerodrome, Northampton, UK.

Aircraft subject to prior sale or withdrawal from the market.
Information provided subject to verification by customer at time of sale.

